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Background  ..  ,:,;_·  ..  ., " 
According :to  Artlclet2(2}.of council  Directive of_  2e  J~~~~Y.
1 1.~B7  -· 
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the  commission  shall,  after  two  years  of  '/inplementat:um  oi: •thtf'  ·. · 
.  .  .. - .  ._,:-..  >:~~~-: .. ·  Y~-~~:~  ....  ~·;.,.<_ ...  ;·_...  ·  ..  : --" 
Directive,  which  applies- fiom  1  Jariuary  1~B7 to  31.~·""C.timber .:ro;o,  ...  ,, 
report  to  the_.  E~ropea~·  ParllaMnt  and · the  .~c~tA~<?J:.·  o~;?  ,;~:~- .  \: 
.  '  '  .  . .  .  - .  ·.  .  .  ,  .  .;- ·:.  \,...:··  ..  ·  ~ 
~ppllcat  I on  and  propose  any neceuary •dJust~nta;:  ·:  ;\'-'  : ~-
.  ;-'"  .  ..  .  -~  ·. 
11.  ObJect lves of the Sixth ·ouect  lve  ,. 
., 
The  principal  object /vee  Of  the  aid  fJO/.fcy  pureu_ed .,by .-the  Slxt'h 
Directive  as  expreued  In  the  Commis_slon'a  .orientation  paper· on 
aid. strategy  f~.r · sh/.pbullillng. tPeeccoli(~o)g24t3.) \rane•itt~  to_  · 
the  counc  11  at · end  July  t 086  and  ·in  the .  pf:-f:_amb 1  e  of ·the  D  1  r.tJct:ive 
·.  .  ~  -- ·'·. .  .  .  ·  .  ...._ •··..  .  .  .  . 
are  t~ fol'lowlng:  ._·:::'  · ···.:  :·:·  ··  .·_·,.:  ..  .  ....... 
to  aafegu.l.rd  •  vlta.l ·comiiUn(ty  ·fndu$'t·f-~- dU.i:IIJfl:'ll--:-~ontJ~u.lng. 
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_world  crlele1  . ·  ·  · ._'-:  >  ·  ·  - .. _,  ,· 
·to  J;,tenalfy  a,nd  ·di~ect a  .etiuctu.rai'f.adJustn~t~.-<wnl9i:t.  ,,.  .. ·.  2)  ..  ·• r:i:/r:;  ng  ti~~.::::d  ,.~>fo ~  ,~~~  '~.  aiid ·m•J..ttt !.,. ·  .< 
·  ·t.·o  ~neu.re ,fha~  ;,~tra..;coiJJmu~lt~  comP~itiJion  ·1~  ~~~r~~ied•  ~~.t  .. ;o~-: · ·  ·  3) 
an  ·eQu.a!'batla  ln·t~stiect  of:.·aJ.r:~omm~·nuy':yiJrds::::: .·  .  . .· 
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The  main  means  of attalnl;fg  theae:'ol>)eotiv~ are:"on t,. one'::l.and 
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conversion subject  to a  periodically revisable maximum  aid ceiling 
- which  has  to  be  set  taking  due  account  of  the  dlffe, ences 
between  the  cost  structures  of  the  110st  competitive  Community 
yards  and  the  prices  charged  by  their  main  International 
competItors  with  part lcular  regard  to  the  •arket  segments  In 
whiCh  the Community  yards  re•aln relatively .ast competitive; 
- which  has  to encompass  a// kinds of aid,  Including  Indirect  aid, 
In  support of shipbuilding: 
-which Is  common  for  all  Member  States, 
and  on  the other hand  to make  restructuring aid available to yards 
without  any  specific  limits  provided  that  the  restructuring 
objectives  for  Community  shipbuilding are being pursued. 
Spain  and,  under  certain  conditions.  Portugal  as  new  Member 
States are not  subject  to the aid ceiling  for  operating aid  for  a 
4  year  transitional  period  during  which  a  higher  level  of 
operating aid can be granted  If the Governments  concerned  adopt  a 
restructuring  plan  for  the  Industry  which  will  enable  their 
respective shipbuilding  Industries  to compete  on  equal  terms  with 
yards  In  other Member  States by the end of that  period. 
111  Aid schemes  notified 
During  the  first  two  years of application of  the Sixth Directive 
the  co•110n  •axl•u.  aid·  ce(.ll,g  for  shipbUilding  and  ship 
conversion  Inside  the  Community  was  set  by  the  Commission  at  a 
constant  level  of  .281  of  contract  value  before  ald.  Being  a 
function  of  the  prevailing  difference  between  the  costs  of  the 
110st  efficient  COmmunity  yards  and  world  •artet  prIces  for  the 
.are sophisticated range of ships.  the principle that  the ceiling 
should  be  p;ogresslvely  reduced,  as  laid down  In  the  Directive, 
was  •alntalned by the fact  that  the unaltered ceiling had,  during 
the second year  of application of the Directive,  to be  viewed  In 
.. 
'  £ .... 
• 
.• 
2 
_.,_ 
relation to e  coat/price gap whiCh  had widened considerably  to the 
disadvantage  of  Couunlty  yarda,  11elnly  due  to  exchange  r:~te 
development•.  Froti  1  January  "" the  COtlt~(aalon  ••t  t,.  new 
ceiling at  2~.  The  atttt lng of  the ceiling  ha•  ..,ery  year  been 
.  . 
based  on  a  detailed  coaparatlve  etudy  of  •hlpbulldlng co•t•  and 
prices  In  the  EEC  and  Far  la•t  co••la•t~ed  to  an  expert 
consuttancy by  the'Comm/aslon. 
The  attached  tables  (Annex  I}  gtv~• a  •urvfl)l of the  ehli>bul I ding 
ala •chemes not/fiR "Y the varloua  MHmber  States and  approverJ bY 
the Commission  during  the  period under.revi.W,r. 
These  tables  shoW  the variety of means  employfld  by  the  different 
Member  States  In  providing aid support  to ehlpbulldlng.  There  are 
some  Member  States,  Denmark  and  Belgium  for  example,  where 
o~>eratlng  aid  for  shipbuilding  Ia  not  granted  directly  to ·rne 
sector  /taelf  but· aid  Is  Instead  given  exclualveJy  to  yard 
customers,  whether  profeselonal  or  lay,  Investing  In  newbulldlng 
of ships.  Other  Member  States however  uae  a  mixture of direct  and 
Indirect  aid ecnemes. 
The  need  for  full  aid  transparency  and  the  necessity .for  plaelng 
all  1c Jnds  of aid for  shipbuilding,  whether  til ritr;t  In· the  fer•  of 
paymente  or  Indirect,  through  t1x  lriciintlvee  .•  on  the aame  footing 
by  counting  It  fully  }ns/de  the.  com1110n  .maximum  •ld ceHing,  aa 
laid  down  In  Article ·sci>  and  4(4) 'o'l  the  Dlrec.tl.ve,  has  been 
clearly .Proven. 
The  tables  also  •how  that  all  shiPbuilding  llembf:lr  S~atea  having 
notified  aid  schemes  have,  with· the  exception  of  Belglu/112;  IIJade 
It  r>osslble.  to. grant  aid  up  to  t~· •ax/mum  aid  .cell lng  lor 
operating  ald. of  28S  prevailing durin;  1987  and· 19Bi~. eltlwlr  by 
single  echemea  allowing.  t.hlt  level  Of  .a/rJ  to  be ··(lrl/lted  CUic,· 
.  . 
France,  Italy)  or  by  the  OUIIUiatlve  tise  of eeveral  Of)flratlng  alfl · 
thi  Spanlah  and  ltallan  achemea  had  not  bean  approved  by  the 
editing date ol thte report (February  1P89). 
The  accumulated  aid  lntttn•lty  of  the  two  Belg/.um  operat  lng  alfl 
schemes. for  ehlpbUI/deri .·h~s  been  ca/c~lated_ at  27i.  .· 
._:;.  ·-·  -: 
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schemes. 
Where,  by  such  accumulation,  It  would  be  possible  for  the  281 
ceiling  to  be  exceeded,  the  Member  States  concerned  have  given 
clear  undertakings  that  they would  In  no  circumstances  apply  the 
various  schemes  In  any  way  whiCh  would  cause  the  ceiling  to  be 
breached. 
By  the  same  token,  the  Commission  has  In  accordance  with  the 
provisions  of  Article  4(2)  received  engagements  from  all  Member 
States concerned  that  they will  not  apply  the notified schemes  In  .. 
such a  way  that aid  for  small  ships costing less than 6  MECU  would 
exceed 2CJS3. 
The  Commission  has  advised  Member  States that  from  1  January  1989 
It  will  not  allow aid  for  this  latter category of ships  to exceed 
16%. 
IV  Level  of Aid granted 
It  Is,  of course,  Important  to stress that  the common  maximum  aid 
ceiling,  referred to  In  Article 4(1) and  5(1) of the Directive,  Is 
an  upper  limit  set  for  any  kind  of  operating  aid  for 
shipbuilding  within  the  COmmunity,  related  both  to  Individual 
contracts  and  to  operating  losses  In  general.  It  does  not 
therefore  necessarily  need  to  represent  the  aid  l~el  actually 
applied. 
The  Commission's .anltorlng of. the application of the aid schemes, 
under  the  provisions  of  Article  U{f)  of  the  Direct lve,  has 
established  that  a  level  of  eld  considerably  lower  than  the 
ceiling has  In  reality been  applied  In  .oat Member  States. 
s  See  the dec tarat /on  of the Commission  to the Councl 1  Meet tng of 22 
December  1PB6  relating to Article 4(2) of  the  Directive  (Council 
Doc  4352187). 
.. 
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As  Member  States  In general  have been  slow  In complying wl.th tneir 
reporting  obligations  as  set  out  In  Article  77  of  the  Dlrectivft, 
It has,  at  the tlae of drawing  up  this report,  only t:J;een>P«Jible 
to establish a  complete  pictur~ of aid payment~ for  19B74 • . 
..  ·,  .  .  .,  . 
..; 
The  tables of Annex  /Ia show  the average  level  of aid, applied  In  .·  . 
each  Member  State  on_ all  reported  contracts.  concludfttf  In  1'987. 
categorising contracts as to ships costing .Ore· than·6 MECU,  those 
costing  less  than  6  IIECU  and  flahlng_\,essels._  It· should be noted 
that  no  Member  State  except  Greece  has  r•f)Orted .·the  value  of  .  .  . .  . 
unaided con.tracts  concluded.  This  Is regret  tab/~ because  It would 
have allowed the Commission  to establish the overall  level  of aid · 
paid  In  respect  of  shipbuilding  contracts,_  Instead  of  as  at 
present  only being able to report  the average  /•vel  of aid paid  to 
aided contracts. 
Tak lng  Into  account  other  operating ·aid  undef ·Art  lcle  5  of -the 
Directive,  the  level  of  IJrod,uct/on  aid  paid  In  the  Individual 
Member'  States  Is as foliows: 
Belgium:  The  average  level  of contr.ct retated ai:i:r paid_·  In su.ppor.t  of-
aided _.contracts·  In  shlpburtti.ing  In  -19~7  was  20~4%.  ''all 
g~anted to shipowners,. 
·:-,-: 
1988  reports  reveal  an  aviir•age  aid  level' of  211  l.n  res~ct 
of  aided  contracts.  In  February  1988  the  Commission 
additionally approved a contribution to the yard Boelwerf  In 
the  form  of  two  low  Interest  ·loans  and  the  release  of  a 
.  •  •  i  .  . 
guarantee  deposited  by  the. yard.  The  grant  equlvarent  of 
the  support  was  BF  66,5  •  In  1S187,  BF  64  •  In  1988  and  SF 
21.6  •  for  1989.  In  accordance  with  the  provisions  of 
Art  lcle  5  of  the  Direct  lve,  the  posslblllt  les  of  grant  Jng 
contract related production aid was correspondingly reduced. 
4  Only  a  few  Member  States  had  at  that  t 1/lle  submitted  reports  on 
shlpbU~Idlng contracts entered  Into  In  1988. _, 
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Ba;;ed  on  the turnover  In  erchant  shipbuilding  for  the yard 
In  1987  this capital  Injection  reduced  the  possiblllti~J of 
grant /ng  contract  related  operat Jng  aid  In  that  yea.r  by 
2.6%. 
Denmark:  The average level of contract related aid paid In  support of 
aided shipbuilding_ contracts  In  1Q87  was:  19.8% 
France:  The  average  level  of con-trac;t  related' aid  Pilei dl'Ge.tl-y- o·~ 
lntllrectly to aided s-hlpbm./ltillf!l.f contraot·s  ID Fra'Q~e In  1~61  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
was:  .26 .3» 
Germany:  .The  average  level  of·  contract  related' a-Id  paid  di:rff!lZ.t ly or 
Indirectly to yards  for  aldetf shlpbulldln' coMtraets  In  7987 
Italy: 
was:  15.4% 
Additionally  In  1987,  the Commission  approved  rescue aid  to 
the yard  Llndenau  which,  based on  the principles  In  Article 
5  of  the  Directive,  amounted  to  an  operating  aid of  20.5% 
during  the  first  half of  1987  and  !!,! for  the  subseQuent 
year  and  a  half,  correspondingly  reducing  the  yard's 
possibilities of receiving contract-related aid during  that 
e 
period.  Also  during  1988  the  Commission  approved  some 
operat~ng  aid  to  German  yards  which  was  not  contract 
related.  Howaldtswerlce  Deutsche  Werft  following  heavy 
losses  received a  capital  Injection of DM  712,35  m supplied 
by  the  fer:Jeral  Government  through  the  state  owned 
shareholdlng company  Salzgltter AG.  This,  added  to contract 
related ald.  raised the total  of operating  aid received  by 
this yard  In  1988  to 27.71.  The  s•all  Hamburg  yard  Pohl  & 
Jozwlclc  received rescue aid which  reduced  Its  possibilities 
of  receiving  contract  related  product I on  aid  during  1988 
and  1989 by 18.51. 
No  reports on new  shipbuilding contracts have been submitted 
during  the  first  two  years of the Directive.  as no  new  aided • 
-.-
contracts  tt.ve  been  concluded  In  that  per lod  accordif!ig  to 
lnformat ion  from  the  Italian  Government.  The  shlpbul·ldihg 
act lvlt  les  of  Italian  shipyards  have  been  based,  ..; .. ong 
these two years,  on  orders  taken before the entry Into force 
of  the  Sixth  Directive,  and  In  particular  during  December 
1986,  when  a  large  concentration  of  orders  followed  t·he 
Introduction  of  the  •Finmare·  law  dealing  wrth  al·d  for 
renewal  of the state-owned Italian Nrch.ant  fleet. 
In fact  In 1987,  on  the basis of the Fifth Council  D:trectlve 
on  Aid  to Shipbuilding,  the Commission  approved  LIT  600  bn 
for  the refinancing of the budget  for  large yards  under  ·Law 
No  111·  concerning  production  aid  to  shipyards,.  agaln~t 
further  reduction  In shipbuilding capacity  In  these yards. 
A  similar  need  for  ref/  nanc  I ng of L IT  93.  5  bn  has  a I so  been 
approved  for  small  and  m&dlum  yards  after  agreements  had 
been  reached  on  str let  limits  as  to  aided  tonnages  durl·ng 
the  1987-88 period. 
In  1·987,  the  Commission,  however  took  a  negat lve  decision 
under  the  Fifth Directive  on  an  /tal/an  plan  to  Introduce 
supplementi1r)l  aid  to  shlpbU.IIdlng  i.n  t.he  form  of  flnaAcial 
support  for stockholdlng5. 
ConseQuently  the  shipbuilding  act lvlt./es  In  Italy  du·rtng 
1SJ87  and  1988,  made  up  of  the  orders  entered  Into  In  the 
period preceding  the Sixth Directive,  have  been  carried out 
on  the  basis  "' tt.e  aid  level  approved  under  the  Fifth 
Directive,  I.e.,  a  maximum  of  direct  prOduction  aid  for 
large  yards  of  251  of  contract  price  (301  In  the 
llezzoglorno).  There  exists also  the  addlt  lonal  posslb·lllty 
of grant lng newbulldlng aid to shipowners,  either under  law 
No  361/82,  allowing half-yearly subsidies on new  built ships 
5  OJ  L  11SJ  of 7 llay  1988,  p.  33 - 9-
ovfJr  12  years.  which  amounts  to  a  dIscounted  grant 
eaulvatent  of  close  to  25S,  or  under  the  Flnmtn'e.  law  -
allowing for subsidies equivalent  to the depreciation· oi:  new· 
built  ships  during  the  first  five  years  of  their  llfe.time 
(approx  ~  grant  equivalent).  Aid  to  shipowners  was  of 
course not directly subject  to the Fifth Directive·. 
Netherlands:  The average  level of contract related aid granted  In 
support  O·f  aided shlpbwUitlng centtrae,fs· dl!l!rltJf/1  1981'  was·: 
f2.2S 
Portugal:  Befere the expJry of the 1/J Fellruary  1988:  deadline  laJtt: QiQ$~  .  .  .  '  .  . 
Spain: 
·In  Article  9(3')  of'· the>DJtectlve.  Portu;g,al  ln·f~rmell  tlll& 
Coinmlsslort  that  Its. main ehlpyaifd SEfteAave  woula  ta~e WFJ  tlife' 
option of  the  specla-1·4  year  tTansltlon  system  In  re.#~i.4nif 
to optJratiR(/ ald_set.out  In Article· 9(3). 
As  regards  Its· other  yards.  however,  Portu.10.1  eliiWSe  f'Q 
beCome  fully subject  to  t·he  ope·rat lng  ah!l  rutes  e~.·  ~-eJr 
11· of the Sixth Direct  I've. 
Por.tugal  htJ.s- relXi)rted  4  new&ulldlng eontFaets  f&t  1:9:8i/'  wttb 
an.  average aid levei ·)f: ·  tCIJ: •. ?~ 
It  appears  that  these  contracts  have  nevertheless  su.ffered: 
further substantial  losses. 
At  the end  of  1988  the  Portuguese  Government  submitted  the 
broad outline of a  new  restructuring programme  for  Setenave 
Involving  an  aid oount which  Is stIll not  known.  to cover 
the past  and future  losses of this yard. 
According to Article 9(2} of the Directive. Spain  Is subject 
to  a  "transitional  arrangeent  for  4  years  which  allows 
operating  aid  to  exceed  the  ceiling  on  condition  that  a 
restructuring  of  the  sector  Is  accomplished.  through r..; 
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gradually reduced aids,  •aklng  It  capable of competing  with 
other  Community  yards  at  the  t~nd  of  that  Pflr ior:i  on  t~Qutll 
terms. 
For  1987,  Spain  has  rt~portfld shipbuilding contracts with an 
average aid level, subject  to Commission  approval  of the aid 
schemes on  which they are based,  of  20.3% 
··  In  addlt /on  as  regards  the public yards,  losses  for  the  1987 
and  1988  periOd  tQtalllng  Ptas  77.4 bn  net  of  expected  aid 
under  notified  sche~~~es  (I.e.  another  401  aid,  •easured  on  -
turnover  before  aid)  have  been  notified  for  aid 
compensation  In  connection with  the submission of  the  1987-
90  restructur lng  plan  at  the  end  of  1988  for  Commlss ion 
approval. 
The  average  contract-related  aid  level  paid  In  support  of 
aided shipbuilding contracts  In  1987  was:  9.71 
At  the end  of  1988,  In  connection  with  the  UK  Government's 
notification of aid  for  the winding  up  of the activities of 
Its  public  shipbuilding  enterprise,  British  Shipbuilders  -
J 
pertly  through  prlvatlsatlon  ·and  partly  through  major 
closures  the  Commission  approved  operating  aid  for 
compenset /on  of  the  £80m  losses  suffered  by  this  company 
during  1987  and  1988,  bringing  the  total  operat lng  aid, 
Including contract related aid,  up  to~· 
The  overall  EEC  level of aid paid  In  the Community  to aided 
ahlpbulldlng  and  ship  conversion  contracts  In  1987  was 
around  18.5S,  see  Annex  /lb. 
The  table at Annex  lib table  gives a breakdown by ship type 
of  the  newbulldlng  end  conversion  contracts  reported  by 
Member  States  In  1987 • -, -
It  demonstrates that the selective aarket  policy embodied  In 
the  aid  provisions  of  the  Sixth  Direct lve.  Intended  to 
steer  the  Co•mun/ty•s  shipbuilding  activities  towaros  the 
construct I  on  of  technologically  advanced.  less  labour 
Intensive  ships  end  smaller  specialized  vessels  has 
aucceeded. 
For  example.  standardized  ships  such  as  tankers  and  bulk 
carriers count  for  less than  72.5" of the value of the aided 
contracts  entered  Into.  despite  en  upturn  of  the  tanker 
aariet  In  1987,  While  high technology Ships  such as  ferries 
and  cruise  liners  constitute  close  to  25"  thereof  and 
fishing. vessels and  other non-cargo vessels another  181. 
V  Intra-Community Competition 
.. /n  view  of  the  target  of  IIIOVIng  towards  the  completion  of  the 
Internal  market  by  end  1992.  the  Directive's  objective  In 
.. Improving  compet It /on  ..  condlt Ions  between  Member  States .  In 
shipbuilding  Is  particularly  Important.  Besides  the  Introduction 
of one single production aid ceiling which  Includes  all  types  of 
shipbuilding aid and  which Is common  for  all  Member  States.  (ap8rt 
from  the  two  latest  •embers.  Spain  and  Portugal)  an  Important 
means  of achieving that objective  Is Article 4(5) which stipulates 
that·Member.States  •ay.  In  cases of competition  between  yards  In 
different  Member  States  for  a  particular  contract.  request  the 
Commission  to  Intervene  In  order  to  ensure  that  the  planned  aid 
does. not  affect  trading  condlt Ions  to  en  extent  contrary  to  the 
COIIIIIIOn  Interest. 
In  Its  dec tarat  I  on  to  the  a/nutes  of  the  COuncil  •eet  lng  of  22 
December  1986  (Council  document  4352187)  the Commission  aade  It 
clear  that  It  will  use  Its powers  under  this  provision to ensure 
that. the  lowest  aid  l~el  proposed  In  support  of  the  compet lng 
bids  prevails  unless  a  higher  level  Is  proven  necessary  In  order 
to ensure that  the contract remains within the Community. .; 
1. 
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Member  States have  made  use of this clause  In  23  cases during  1987 
and  1988,  (see the attached table Ill). 
In  the great  •aJorlty of these cases  the  Com~lsslon's  Involvement 
In  the matter  has  resulted,  with the •utual  consent  of  the  Member 
States  Involved,  In  an  alignment  downwards  to the  lowest  aid  level 
proposed.  In  three cases  the Commission  has  accepted  the  higher 
level  of  aid.  without  exceeding  the  281  ceiling.  after  having 
received  substant lated  evidence  of  compet lng -offers  from  third 
countries. 
Only  In  one  case  has  the Commission  had  to_  l•pose  Its  policy  by 
way  of  a  negat lve  decision  taken  against  a  Member  State6.  In 
another  two  cases,  one  of which  principally  concerns  the  special 
problem  relating to aid for  the building of fishing vessels,  (see 
Section  VI  below),  the  procedure  under  Article  93(2)  of  the  EEC 
Treaty  remains  at  the  t /me  of wrIt lng  this  report.  open  against. 
the higher aid proposals of a  Member  State  Involved. 
The  frequency  ·with  which  the  clause  has  been  used  by  Member 
States.  the  large  number  of  voluntary  settlements  successfully 
achieved  by  the  Commission,  and  the  Commission's  proven 
determlnat /on  to  pursue  ItS  policy  to  Its  limits  under/ :nes  the 
progress made  In  respect of this  Important  objective. 
VI  Specific problems  regarding  construction of fishing vessels 
The  Community  fishery  policy as set  out  In  Council  Regulation  No 
4028186  on  fishery  structures7.  which  ·was  adopted  virtually  at 
the same  t /e as  the Council's  Direct lve on  aid  to shipbUilding. 
and  as also set out  In  the related Guidelines  for  the ex ..  lnatlon 
of  a tate  aids  In  the  fisheries  sectorS.  aalces  allowance  for 
6  Brittany Ferries case.  OJ  L211  of 24.8.1P88 
7  council  Regulation  No  4028186  of  18  December  1P86,  OJ  L376, 
31.12.1986 
8  OJ C313,  8.12.1988 - 13 -
nat-Ional  aids  exceeding  the  prevailing  product Jon  aid ceiling of 
the Sixth Directive for  the construction or conversion of fishing 
vese/s  under  the  •ult/annual  guidance  programmes  approved  by  the 
commission.  while  at  the  same  time  excluding  the  possibility of 
.any  aid  at  all  for  the  construction  and  conversion  of  fishing 
vessels not being part of such programmes. 
In  order  to  .create  co•patlblllty  between  the  Community's 
shipbuilding and  fishery policies  the Commission sent  a circular 
letter  to all  Member  States  on  26  May  1988  advising  them  that  It 
will  lnt~rpret  the  rules of the Sixth Directive as  reQuiring  that 
aids  under  that  Directive  for  the  construction  or  conversion  of 
fishing  vessels  of  not  less  than  100  gt  to  be  built  for  the 
Community  fleet  must  comply  with  the  aid  provisions  of  Council 
Regulat Jon  No  4028186  and  the  Guidelines  for  the  examinat Jon  of 
state  aids  In  the  f lsher ies  sector  ·tn  order  to  be  regarded  as 
compatible with the common  market. 
In  one  of  the  Article 4(5)  cases  listed  In  Annex  Ill concerning 
aid  proposed at  different  levels  by  two  Member  States  In  support· 
of their national  yards  for the construction of an  Irish trawler  • 
the Commission  used  this  Interpretation according  to  which  no  aid 
could be  granted  In support  of  the construction of-the vessel  and· 
Initiated the Artlcle 93(2)  procedure against  both Member  States. 
VII  Shipbuilding aid as development  assistance to developing countries 
The  community  participates  In  the  OECD  Understanding  on  Export· 
c~~lt for Ships  and the practice followed as  regards shipbuilding 
aid  granted  as  d~elopeent  ass/stance  to  developing  countries.· 
Under  these  rules  shipbUilding  aid •ay  be  granted  provided  that 
the  genuine  development  character  of  the  aid  Is  deiiOnstrated-
through a  nu•ber of ll•ltlng criteria. one of these being that  the 
gift element .•ust exceed a certain •lnl•u• /eve/. :. 
-'"' -
' 
Being  In principle therefore  Incompatible with the·'restrlctlor.:. on 
aid  laid  down  In  the  Sixth  Directive,  Article  4(7)  o,  the 
Dl reet lve  exem!'ts  such  aid  fro•  the  ceiling  for product  Jon  aid, 
bUt  111akes  It  subject  to  full  transparency  by  Introducing  an 
obligation  of  prior  notification of  each  IndiVIdual  cue  to  the. 
Commlsalon. 
During  tQ87  and  7PB8,  17  auch  cases· have  been  notlflfltt  to  and 
approved  by  the  commission,  comprising  2  UJC  cases  and  t5  German 
cases.  (see table  IV). 
The  degree  of  transparency  thua  provided  t;y  these  cases  has 
revealed that  competition con•tderatlons and  the •ld policy of the 
Directive  have  not  been  •ufflclently well  served  by  the  practice 
hitherto  foJ lowed,  which  ei•DIY  referfld  to  the  OECD  Development 
Aid committee  (DAC)  List of developing countries. 
In  lnter()ret lng  the  dtWelopHnt  context  of  aid  to  be  approved 
under  Art lcle  4(7)  of  the  Dl  rect lve.  the  commlaslon  therefore 
dt:clded  to  further  define  the  provlslone  of  Article  4(7).  Thus 
the  Commission  will  allow  only  the  granting  of  development 
ass/tance  to  ACP  countrlee,  countries  and  territories  associated 
with  the Community  and  those  ~ountrles which are not  a()pearlng  In 
the  OECD  DAC-IIst  as  upper  middle  Income  countrle4 (UMIC). 
SubseQuent Jy  the  commission  established  a  I I at  of  the  countr /ea 
concerned  which  will  be  regularly  updated.  Thla  IJ•t  was 
circulated to  Member  States  by  letter of S  January  'OSO  and  will 
thus be applied  In future  (Annex V}. 
Development  aid  In  f•vour  of  shipbuilding  may  be  granted  to 
countries  not  normally  eligible  for  development  'assistance,  If 
Member  States  are able  to  prove  that  a  third country partlclp•nt 
to  the  OECD  Understanding  le  »Ianning  to  grant  development 
assistance to that country for a  particular shlpbulldJng contract. - 75  -
VIII  Restructuring position 
In  view  of  the  existing  world  wide  excess  capacities  In 
shipbuilding,  the present  level  of demand  and  forecast  level  of 
future  demand,  the  overall  Increase  In  productivity  and  the 
Community  policy  of  concentrat lng  on  the  .ore  technologically 
sophisticated  segments  of  the  •arket,  It  Is  an  essential 
objective of the Sixth Directive  further  to reduce  shipbuilding 
capacity  to a  smaller  nu•ber  of yards  which,  through  Increased 
special /sat/on,  work  distribution  and  a  higher  rate  of 
utilization of  their  Installations  can  .ore effectively engage 
In  competition  with  our  International  competitors  and  by  a 
return  to  normal  market  condlt Ions  wl II  be  able  to  operate 
without  the support of state ald. 
In  its  1987  paper  to  the  Councl I  on  the  social  and  regional 
measures  accompanying  the  Sixth  Dlrectlve9,  the  Commission 
est !mated  that  In  order  to  be  better  eQuipped  structurally  to 
meet  world  market  competition,  Community  shipbuilding  capacity 
would have  to be cut  by  approximately one-third during  the  1987-
89  period. 
During  7987  and  1988  this  goal  of  specialization, 
dlverslflcat Jon  and  structural  adjustment  was  pursued au  over 
the  Community.  Shipbuilding  capac It les  have  been  subject  to 
substantial  reductions  In  most  Member  States. 
The  development  of  employMent  levels  const ltutes  a  pract leal 
yardstick  for  reflecting  change  In  shipbUilding  capacity. 
According to AWES  statistics. employment  In  .erchant newbUIIdlng 
has evolved as  follows  within the Member  States between end  1986 
and •ld UJ88: 
9  COm  (87)  Z15  final  of 20 July  1987. 
~!  : 
I 
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BEL  DK  F1  D  UK  GR  IT2  3  NL3  PT  ES 
end  86  2995  7000  13700  18184  12500  1709  17570  5400.  5087  18000 
end 87  2548  7000  8940  12875  JJSOO  1621  P500  3600  5020  11300 
recluctlon  447  0  4760  5309  1000  88  2070  1800  67  700 
- s  15  0  35  :s  8  5  18  33  1  4 
(Table compiled  from  national  sources} 
1.  The  figure  for  1986  and  1987  covers  jobs  In  new  shl  pbu U dIng  and  nav  a I  and 
para-naval  building (conversion,  naval  vessels and  off-shore vessels}. 
2.  2780  unemployed  should  be  added  to  this  figure;  of  these  2000  represent  e 
structural  overcapacity  for  whom  no  new  jobs can  be  found. 
3. £st /mated 
-~-
In  France  the closing down  of merchant  shipbuilding at  the three 
shipbuilding  sites of  the  shipbuilding  group  Chantlers  du  Nord 
et  de  Ia  Medlterranee  In  Dunkeroue.  La  C/otat  and  La  Seyne.  has 
left  the country with only one  large shipyard.  the Salnt-Hazalre 
yard  of  les  Chantlers  de  /'AtlantiQue  belonging  to  the  Alsthom 
group.  As  Is  shown  In  Schedu I  e  C of  Annex  t •  the  CommIssIon 
approved  substant lei  aid.  totalling  FF  4000  m.  In  support  of 
this closure.  mainly linked to the accompanying  social  plan.  In 
addition the establishment of an  enterprise zone  In  the affected 
regions.  Dunkerque.  Toulon-La  Seyne  and  La  Clotat-Aubagne  was 
authorized by the Commission. 
In  the  UK  cont lnulng  structural  dlfflcul t les  In  the  public 
shipbuilding sector  led to the selling off In  •Jd 1988  of one of 
British  Shipbuilders•  ••Jor  yards.  Govan  Shipbuilders.  to 
priYate  owners,  who  Intend  to  develop  the  yards  for  the 
construction  of a  specific  type of high-technology ahlp.  This 
·was  followed  by  a  decision  at  the.  end  of  1988  to  wind  up  the 
remaining part of British Shipbuilders by the selling off of two 
s•aller  yards  and  the •arlne engine aanufacturlng  unit  tind  the 
closure of North  East  Shipbuilders•  two  reaalnlng  construction - 17  -
sites, Pall/on  and  Southwick.  These  measures  were  supported by 
an  aid  package  approved  by  the  Commission  which  Involved 
compensation  for  losses  and  restructuring aid  totalling roughly 
£210m.  Here  too  the  establishment  of  an  enterpr lse  zone  In 
Sunderland has  been authorized by  the Commission. 
-In the wake  of the bankruptcies which  affected a  number  of small 
and aedlum  yards,  the German  shipbuilding  Industry has,  with the 
support  of  a  budgeted  DM  300m  restructuring  scheme  for 
shipbuilding  In  the  Coastal  LIJnder  (see  Schedule  D,  Annex  I),  .. 
worked  on  Its structural  adjustment  and  diversification policy. 
DM  117m  of  this  budget  has  been  deployed  In  the  structural 
adapt at Ions  of  the  Bremer  yards.  This  restructur  lng  Is 
represented  by  the  creation  around  the  shipbuilding  company 
Bremer  Vulkan  of the  ·Bremer  alliance·,  Incorporating  the  other 
Bremer  yards  (Seebeck,  SUAC,  Lloyd  and  Jade)  by  111erger  and 
Involving  division  of  labour  and  specialization.  Financial 
support  by public authorities  In  creating this alliance,  through 
the city of Bremen  and  the  publicly owned  regional  company  for 
industrIa/  part icipat Jon.  HI BEG,  Is  present ty being  examined  by 
the  Commission  under  the  state  aid  provisions  of  the  Sixth 
Directive. 
In  Denmark  the structural  adaptation has  Involved  concentrating 
the merchant  newbul/dlng activities of the Danyard  group  at  the 
Frederlkshavn yard while correspondingly  ceasing newbullding at 
the Aalborg yard. 
In  the  Netherlands  significant  rat lonalfzat /on  aeasures  have 
been  put  Into  operation  resulting  In  substantially  reduced 
employment  throughout  the sector. 
Italy  and  Spain  seem  to  be  the  two  aa)or  shipbuilding  Member 
States  to  have  been  least  affected by  the  Directive's  l•petus 
for  structural  adapt at  Ions.  As  aent loned  prev  lous ly  (see  page· 
~~ . 
'  ' 
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7)  Italy, has  not carried out  any  shipbuilding act Jvlt  les  under 
the Sixth Directive during  the first  two  years of  l.ts  currer:..:y. 
Spain  entered ·  t~  Community  at  the  flrtal  stage  of  a 
restructuring  period  for  shipbuilding  coveor;g  1eB4-86,  which 
represented  Its  f I rs.t  aajor  •ttempt  to  face  up  to  the  need  f.o 
restructure  .Its  shlpbulldlnfi  capacity  In  relation  to  world 
.-
demand.  However  the  obl/gat.lon  to  draw  u~: plans  to  continue 
.  . 
these  restructuring  .IIJeasures  as  requested  under  the  4  year. 
translt.lona·l  period  allowed·  by  ~the  Slxt:,  :Directive  caused 
ser l.ous  labOur  unrest.  The  1987;_90 ··.restructuring  plan  ·~hlch 
'  .  ' 
must  result  In  the  Spanish  shiPbuilding  Industry. ·becoming 
competitive  by  the  end  of  1990  on  .the  same  terms  as  those 
prev_ai 1 ing  for  other  Member  States  (see  page  9),  was· there~ore 
not  finalized  for  notification to  the  Commission  until  the  end 
of  1988.  Thus  the  necessary  measures  wIll  need  to  be.· effected  .· 
within a  lfiUCh  shor'ter  period. 
-~-·-· 
In  Its ·•.  preamble  the  Sixth  Direct Jve  .states  that ---~~djN.onal 
measures  should be adopted  In order  to  a/l;~rete the  socl~i\~nd 
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It  Is  Important  that  the Council  decides  In  the  near  future  the 
proposed  social  Progra~~~me11.  In  order  to  alleviate  the  st:".;lal 
consequences of the restructuring of the shipbuilding  Industry. 
IX  Present state of the Community  Shipbuilding  Industry 
7.  The  shlpbUI I ding  •arket  remained  at  a  depressed  level  of 
demand  durlnQ  1987  and  1988.  The  world order  Intake which 
In  7986  reached  the  lowest  level  since the beginning of the 
crisis,  9.48  •  cgt,  hardly  picked  up  In  1987  (9.74  m cgt)  .. 
and  In  1988  touched  a  new  bottom  of  e.8m  cgt  during  the 
first  three quarters. 
There  are  no  signs  of  an  Immediate  end  to  the  crisis. 
According  to  the  latest  forecasts  by  the  European 
shipbuilding  Industry  a  notable pick  up  In  demand  cannot  be 
expected  to  occur  unt II  the  early  nlnet ies  with  a  peak, 
represent lng  approximately  a  doubling  of  the  1988  level, 
being reached  In  1998. 
In  spite  of  the  downward  trend  In  new  world  orders,  the 
Community  has.  during  1987  and  1988,  been  able  to  Improve 
Its  market  share of new  orders  slightly,  from  76.71  (based 
on cgt)  In  1986  to 20.21  In  1987,  thereby regaining  Its  1976 
share,  and  to 23.51  In  1988  (first  three quarters).  On  the 
positive  aide,  the  evolution  In  order  Intake  has  been 
particularly marked  In  Spain,  Denmark  and  Germany  while  by 
contrast  the  saturation of  the  Italian  order  books  at  the 
end  of  1986  and  the  absence  of aid  support  scheJJes  during 
1987  and  1988  has  curbed  the  Italian  order  Intake  during 
that  period.  In  Spain orders  fro. an exceptional  low  level 
of  205  000  cgt  In  1986  Increased  to exceed  soo  000  cgt  In 
both  1987  and  7988.  In  Den•ark,  after a  !31 drop  In  1987, 
the  order  level  rose  In  7988  to  roughly  450  000  cgt 
,,  OJ c 249 of  23.09.1988,  p. s. 
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COIIIpared  to the  1P86  level of 270  000 cgt.  The  Ger~ttan order 
Intake  has  shoWn  a  steady  Increase  from  the  1986  level  of 
435 ooo  cgt  to 510 000  cgt  In  1987  and eso  ooo  cgt  In  7~d8. 
Newbulldlng  prices  Increased  during  1987  and  1988  and  has 
In  us  dollar  ter•s.  depending  on  vessel  type  and  tonnage, 
have  Increased  by between  27  and 55S  In  the perIOd •ld 1986 
to  October  1P88.  However,  the  currencies  . of  the  •aln 
shipbuilding  nat  Ions  have  at  the  sue  t Jae  shown  strong 
Increases  In  value  In  relat /on  to  the  US  dollar  (DII  +21%, 
WON  +23S,  YEN  +28S  since  •ld  1986).  At  the  same  tl~ne  the 
costs  of  the  •a}or  components  of  production  costs  have  all 
Increased.  The  yards  of ·the  leading  shipbuilding  nations 
have not,  therefore,  benefitted greatly from  this upswing  in 
prices. 
Nevertheless,  at  the end  of 1988  the  Commission  reduced  the 
production  aid ceiling by  two  percentage  points  from  28%  to 
26%  for  the Community  while at  the ,ame  time  the maximum  aid 
level  acceptable  for  small  ships.  cost  lng  less· than  6  IIECU 
was  reduced  from  201  to  16%. 
Prices are still Insufficient  to cover full  production costs 
In  the  leading  shipbuilding  countries.  The  steep  rise  In 
the value of the yen,  taking the  currenc~ closer  to a  ~eve/ 
corresponding_  to  Japan's  economic ·strength  and  compet It  lve . 
power  In  Internet lone/  trade.  has  .eant  that  few  Japanese. 
shipyards,  If ·any,  have  been  operating.  profitably  at 
prevailing  prices  In  1P87  and  1P88  The  Japanese 
Government  reacted to this  recession by the  lntroduct /on  In · 
1987 of a  structural  refor•  progru~~e which,  by April· 1988~ 
had  resulted  In  a  reduction  In  the  nuaber  of  shipyards 
capable of bUilding ah/ps of 110re  than. 5000 gt  fro• 59  to 
39 and  the nu•ber of. docks or berthS  frOII  73  to 41,  thereby 
reducing  the ·Japanese  total  shipbuilding  capacity  from  e 
•llllon gt to 4.6 •llllon gt,  a ·.23.61  reduction. 
; 
'' 
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South Korean  shipyards are  In  the same  lossmak/ng situation, 
partly  because  of  the  steep  r /se  In  the  value  of  the  won 
during  1988,  partly  due  to  a  change  In  the  yards'  ..;ost 
structure resulting  from  large  Increases  In  wages.  following 
serious  labour  unrest  In  •ost  yards.  At  the same  time  two 
of  the  •a}or  yards  are  experiencing  serious  financial 
difficulties. stemming  from  extensive  financial  charges  from 
Increasing debts caused by pricing below  full  cost. 
Against  that  background  and  In  accordance  both with  Its  own 
declaration of  Intent  when  proposing  the Sixth Directive  to 
the  Council  and  with  the  Parliament's  resolution  of  72 
December  1986  on  the  Sixth  Directive,  the  Commission  will 
cont Jnue  to  work  with  Its  Far  Eastern  competItors  for  a 
normal lzat I  on  of  the  world  market.  as  stated at  the  Tokyo 
.eeting of the OECD  Working  Party  No  6  In  November  1988.  As 
aids  given  In  the Member  States are a  direct  consequence  of 
the selling of ships by Far  Eastern countries at  prices that 
do  not  cover costs,  the Commission  will  focus  Its efforts on 
an  overall  elimination of abnormal  pricing  and  distortions, 
and  on  the establishment of a  healthy market.  These  efforts 
will  have  as  their ultimate goal  the gradual  removal  of any 
need  for  future state ~Ids to the sector. 
CONCLUSION 
It can be concluded that.  during  Its  first  two  years of  Implement/on, 
the  Sixth  Directive  ha.  all  things· considered.  lived  up  to  the 
obJect lves set  for  1  t · af  .  ., t s ·adopt ion. · 
It  has  defended  the  position of Community  shipbUilding  on  the  world 
•arket. 
It  has  spurred  the  Increased  concentrat lon  of  Its  newt>ulldlng 
act lvlt  lea  In  the high value and high-technology category of ships. 
It  has  reanimated  _Intra-community  competItIon  In  shipbuilding  and - 22-
.reduced  the  level of eld support  In  such cases. 
'It ·has  supported  the  structural  adjustment  of  the, sector  through 
ellmlnat ion  of  excess  capac It les,  divers/fleet Ions.  speclallzat ion.· 
-·  Innovation  and  research and  development. 
It  has  accomplished  the  equal  treatment  of  production  aid  to 
shipbuilding,  regardless  of  the  form  In  which  It  Is  granted  and ·its 
Immediate  addressee,  thereby creating aid transparency  ... 
There  seems  no  particular  need  for  adjustments  to  the  Directive,  as 
the  necessary  steps,  such  as  In  the  case  of construction of  fishing 
vessels  for  the Community  fleet  and  development  ass/stance,  have  been 
taken by way  of Interpretations during the course of the Directive. 
It  should,  however,  not  be  left  without  mention  that  there  have  been 
some  flaws  In  the  Implementation  of the rules of the Directive during 
the  first  two  years. 
Firstly  It  must  be regretted that  three Member  States have,  to a  large 
extent  not  been  subject  to  the  provisions  of  the  Sixth  Directive 
during  Its  first  two  years  of validity.  Italy has  operated·under  the 
Fifth  Directive based  on  a  large  order  Intake  during  the  last  period 
of  validity  of  that  Directive.  Spain,  and  to  a  certain  extent 
Portugal,  have  experienced  considerable  delays  In  drawing  up  their 
restructuring  plans,  leaving  them  only  the  last  two  years  of  the 
Directive's  life to reach a  level  of competitiveness  equal  to  that  of 
other  Member  States. 
Secondly.  It  Is both unacceptable end  Inexplicable that. this  far  Into 
the  life of  the Directive,  aost  Member  States are still not  capable 
of  fulfilling  their  reporting  obligations  under  Article  U  of  the 
Directive.  These  obligations  were  taken  by  Member  States  wnen 
adopting  the  Directive  and  are  an  essential  part  of  lt.  The 
report lng  system  enables  the  Commission  to  110nltor  closely  thet  a 
strict  compliance  with  the  rules  Is  being  observed  and  that  the 
objective of  full  transparency  Is  achieved.  There  Is  therefore every 
reason  for  criticism when  In  spite of clear  and detailed  Instructions -·23-
on  how  reports  should be made  and  repeated  reminders.  the majority of 
Member  States  have  not  even  manaped  to submit  the  current  reports  on 
new  shipbuilding  and  shlpconverslon contracts.  In  accordance  with  the 
fairly  simple schedule  1  table  annexed  to  the  Directive.  on  a  regular 
basis.  Thus  at  this  point  the Commission  has  only  been  able  to  draw 
up a  detailed picture of aid payments  for  the year  1987.  and  even  this 
Imprecise  In  certain respects as  Indicated  In  the tables. 
Continued non-observance  or  incomplete  observance of  the  reporting 
obl~gations of  Article  11  could  jeopardise the  implementation  of  the 
aid policy embodied  in the  Sixth  Directive.  If this situation is 
not  very  quickly  regularised~ ~he Commission  will  have  to  consider 
taking proceedings  against ·Member  States. 
. ·.  ·.· 
.  :.·.  ·.·. 
-I .. 
-'A'"tnex  1 
Aid schemes  notified during the validity of the Sixth Directive 
A.  Belgium 
·B  Denmark 
c  France 
'D  Germany 
~: E  Greece1 
F  ttaly2 
G  Netherlands 
'H  Portugal 
I  Spa/n2 
"J  United Kingdom 
1  No  aid schemes  have been  notified by this Member  State. 
2  Aid  schemes  haVe  been  notified.  The  Commission'•  assessment  of 
the schemes,  hi:Mever,  has  not been  ter•lnated  • A.  Belgium 
I.  Operating aid 
a.  Aid  to  ahlpowners  In  the  for•  of  loans  for  newbulldlng  and 
conversion bearing an  Interest  rate of 4  to 51  end  e.  duration  .  . 
of 15 years with the possibility of a  two  year grace period. 
b.  State guarantees  for  commercial  loans  to shipowners .. 
The  soft  loans  granted  by  the State  and  the  loans  for  which  the 
guarantees  are granted  can  cover  a  maximum  of 851 of  the  contract 
value. 
11.  Restructuring aid 
a.  Investment  aids  for  yards  covering  3S  of  two  thirds  of  the 
Jnvest~nent  costs  over  four  years  or  41  of  three  quarters  of 
the  Investment  costs over  five years. 
b.  Aid  to  yards  covering  up  to  501  of  research  and  development 
costs  for  prototypes  reimbursable  In  the  case  of  commercial 
utilisation of the prototypes. 
'j 
I  ., 
' J.  IJef)aarlc 
a.  Aid  •cite•  for  •hl~ra offerlll(J  uP:  ·to  eittl·  .  1NB,  lor 
.  .  .·  . 
deliveries at lat"t by end rm.  credit  fat;: II ,ties ftir 801 of 
contract  price  with  a  dur.tlon  •' of  14  :veer's  (4  year  -graee 
period)  at  either ·.2.51  p.e·.  or  41  p.a~  Mteresf and  6omb/ned  " 
With  an  lnflat  /on  guarantee  1/nlced  to  the' net  consumer  prIce 
i  .  ;·.  :". 
Index beyond 3S p.a.  (for .2.9 )  or beyonit'"1.5S (for 41).  For 
contracts  concluded  over ..  the  per lod  fro~·: 1989,  to  1992  the· 
Danish  Government  has  notified· a  gradiial· reduct ion  of  the 
grant  element  of  the  scheme.  Thus,  t~>  part  of ·the  80% 
covered  by  the  Indexed  loans  will  be  progresslve'ly  reduced 
.·  ..  ·  '  .  ·.· 
leaving  at  the  end  of  the  period  only  Io-ns  on  OECD  export 
credit  terms.  The  time scheclule Js  the  fQJ:Iowlng: 
Contract  concluded 
before·-· 
31. 12.1988  ' 
31.12.1989 
31.12.1990 
1.1.1991 
FROII  7. 7. 1992 
D.ellvery 
befQre 
31.12.1990 
31 •. 12.U$1 · 
3~  .12.1992 
·' 
31.12.1993' 
; indexed .·loan  , . OECD  roan 
.,., 
· cover  aQe ·  ¢over  age_ . 
801  -
60S.·~ 
45S 
301· 
~ 
~~ 
-s~ 
BOS 
b.  State guarantee  for  ahlpownera  free of charge  to cover  second 
.ortgage  ltNel,  typically  301  of  contract  price,  for  small 
cargo vessels. 
c.  Specific  tax  concession  for  shipowners  or  third  part  les 
providing for accelerated advanced depreclat /on at 50S  for  the 
two-year  period  1987-BB  for  lnvestHnts  In ships  (against  3~ 
for  Investment•  In  other  capital  goods).  Valid  unt 11  end 
1987. .  , 
d.  ExchanQe  risk guarantee  for  shipowners at o.ss p.a.  for  credit 
granted  In  foreign  currencies.  This  scheme has expired. 
e.  With effect  from  1P89  until end  1992  the Danish Government  has 
notified  a  scheme  providing  for  guarantees  to  yards  for 
shipbUilding contracts covering up to 751 of the final  loan  in 
the  Ship  Credit  Fund  of  Denaark  with  a  bUdget  of  DKR  1 
thousand  IJIII/on.  The  granting  of  the  guarantee  Is 
condlt lonal  on the fact  that  the Board of the· bene.flclary yard· 
"has IJade  a  final  and  Irrevocable. declslen to cto~e tlte yard  . • 
-~-.- c.  Frahce 
;_-:  ·. 
··! 
.· ... · 
1.  Operating aid 
·>·;. 
..  , 
a. 
~-~-- -~ 
o - 19 .grants  of/~fra¢f V'aluil:to ahlpqtWnera:itor  invest,Rent<"· 
•  ·- ~  •  ·.:.~~  ·:  •  •  •  •  :·- •  ·-·  t'  •••  - • 
.  ·.,·-· 
In shlpa.  ..  ' 
-~  . - ~- .·.-. 
i'•:" 
b. 
~  -_- ·-:.'  :  .; '..  '. 
,  ._  .  • •  ~;~·~- '  1,_  • •  :  ;  • ---;: .-:-· 
Gra~ts to Yards  UP.  .. · to 2ft oi;:~f.:r~t va,tUfl.,i:""_f~~- a:f:d. 
.  '  '< i.  ·-:.·  .  -:-~i/>· .  :•  '•1-.  ;  ..  ~~~  ~  _.:',  ">·.'  ~::-;~. 
'  •  •  •••  ~  ~- •  • •  :  '>."._  : •• _''  ~-. 
For  ships  cos.t Jtig'~.- te•s  ·t~·  ..  ~:}·itEcu  ~~~~·S:  ·;:~~.:  •. t;;  ~o:(:~~o//· 
contract v.atu;  bef~~e iud.  ··:>··  .·  ·:::::._'·:  ··.  \  ~  :  '~··  . · .  ··:  ··  \' 
:: .. 
:;,_  •••  y  .  ,.1. 
·~· . 
3.  Restructuring aid. 
~  '  ..  ;.  . 
:-·.: 
a.  Nord~Medlterranee ·in  ·IJquld~i'Iori' ,(7  000  e/nptoyefjs)  ·t>ene..fits .. 
.  '•.'" 
from a  social  plan :'(f.lttr twe>  !~}e~~?~t /ves:.  :·!.  -·  ·- :(. 
·_.,--. 
- a  I ump  sum  of FF  2oO.  ocio  I n~~e  :i,j  redund~it¢y  ;' .  " 
· .. -~:  . ~  .. ~ 
- payment  of atlowanc~s durlrig :rwo<~~ars of y~atrona/  ~:ralnipg. 
b.  seven  ama'//  yards·  beileflt' .. from.  similar  so.eoi•l  :schemtt$, 
.  •  ,;·,  ·- .!  • 
I nvo  I vI  ng around 3  t)OO  .emp loy~s  >  .: . 
. _.__ 
·;:·· 
c.  A  number  of c I osure .aIds  f_or ·  ;·· a ':Vr' I fl  cant 'P!Jr tlai closure·· of 
the sl  X  a/  tea Of  the  former  repa t·r  yard ARNO. 
.  _.  .  .  :  .....  -:a.~ •  •  .  ;  ; - .  . :  .  _  .. 
_.: .. 
d.  Aid for research· and d",:,;elo,Mint iiro}ecta within a  range of:  :'30 
.  ·'\·. ;,  •'  •  .  ~- ..  '  •  •  I' 
to 501  of costa  . D Gerlleny 
1.  Operating aid 
a.  Condit lonally  relllbursable  Interest-free  loans  to  shl  pawners 
representing  0.71 of  the purchase  price  plus  the  linear  book 
value of the ship rel•bursable six years  after pay.ent  of  the 
last  /nstal.ent of loan with the possibility of remission when 
reinvested  In  building or conversion  up  to  301  of  Investment 
costs.  Loans  granted for ships before 1  January  1988  cannot  be 
remitted  In  excess  Of  the  prevailing  IIIJXIIIUm  ceiling.  Loans 
granted  for  ships  purchased  after  1  January  1988  cannot  be 
remitted If reinvested  In building or conversion. 
b.  Specific  tax  concession  providing  for  accelerated  advanced 
depreciat Jon  at  401  of  the  product Jon  costs  In  the  year  of 
procurement  or  product I on  of  the  shIp  and  for  the  fo  11 owing 
four  years.  Deduct ion  of  losses  In  taxable  Income  of  up  to 
1501  of  the  owner's  deposit.  Where  the  company  Is  dissolved 
or  where  the  shareholder  withdraws  from  the  company.  the 
proceeds are only subject  to half the taxation rate. 
c.  Export  Credit  schemes  In  for• of  Indirect  production  aid  for 
new  building  end  conversion  through  credit  feel/It  les  for 
German  end  foreign  shipowners  at  801·  of  ship  costs  at  an 
Interest rate of 81  over 8  112  years. 
d.·  Interest  subsidies  granted  as  develop~~~ent  ass/stance  to 
developing  countries  In  accordance  with  the  OECD  Arrangement 
on  Export  Credits. 
e.  Competition aid In the for• of grants to yards of up to 201  of 
the contract value to .eet aided co•petltlon from other Member 
States and  third countries. 
f.  Guarantees  of 8o-1001  for  l'lf!ftf  building  and  conversion  In  the -; .  ... 
• 
Coastal  LIJnder  ·for  second  80rtgages  on  ships  under 
construction. 
11.  Restructuring aid 
a.  Coastal  Linder: 
1)  lnvest.ents 
- lnvestaents  for  rationalization  and  aodernlzatlon  are 
eligible for  support  up  to a  /eve/ of 301 of costs: 
-costs of conversion  Into activities other  than  shipbuilding 
are eligible  for  support  at  the  prevailing  maximum  regional 
aid rate plus 5 percentage points. 
·2)  Closures 
Support  of up  to 5os of costs. 
b.  Aid  In  the  form  of  grants  to  yards  In  Hamburg  for 
diversification purposes. 
c. 
7)  up  to  50~ of costs  relat lng  to applied  R&D  Investments  and 
up  to  301  of costs  for  the purchase of  know-how  and  market 
studies and  for  creation and testing of prototypes. 
2)  up  to  201  of  lnvest~~ent  costs  related  to  the  Industrial 
appllcat /on  and  commercial  exploltat I  on  of  the  project, 
through  alterations  In  existing  Installations  and 
construction of new  Installations. 
Aid  for  researCh  and  developent  with  up  to 50S  of  project 
costs  . F.  Italy 
1.  Operating aid 
1  Aid  to  shipyards  In  the  for•  of  a  grant  eQUal  to  the  maximum 
ceiling established annually  by the Co•mlsslon.  The  grant  may  be 
available  In  proportion· to the construction progress or  up  to  75% 
of the grant  at the beginning of construction .  . . 
This  aid  can  also be  given  to yards  which  build a  ship of  their 
own.  In  those cases  the grant  Is calculated on  the price declared 
by  the yard and eventually corrected by the real  final  cost. 
Budget  forecast  349.6 bn  Lit. 
2  Aid  to  shipowners  In  the  form  of  bi-annual  grants  bridging  the 
d-ifference  between  the  grant  eQuivalent  of  a  loan  calculated  on 
OECD  terms  and  the  Italian market  rate. 
Where  the  vessel  Is  maintained  under  the  Italian  flag,  the 
contribution will  be calculated on  the basis of the reference rate 
plus two  points. 
The  contribUtion may.be  granted as a once-off payment. 
11.  Restructuring aid 
1  lnvest.ent aid 
Modernisation  of yards  without  Increasing  capacity  Is  covered  by 
loans of up  to 401  of the  lnvest~~ent (BOX  for  shlprepalr docks). 
2  Aid  for  reconversion 
Yards  reducing  their capacity ••Y  receive  loans  covering 50S  (70S 
In  the  Mezzoglorno)  of  the  costs  of  specific  act Ions  such  as: 
• • 
retraining  of  workers  to  other  activities  than  shlpbuild;ng: 
Investments made  In  the creation of activities  In  the  field of the 
sea  environment  (fishing.  tourism.  oceanic.  research"  anti-
pollution etc. 
3  Aid to research and  development 
The  government  will  cover  up  to OOS  of the cost of two  three  year 
programmes  In  research  for  ahlp  design  and  for  ship  propulsion. 
The  budget  forecasts  for  these two.  programmes  are respectively of 
.....  .  ··-·  ·---- --~  ·-·-··  ·····---·-·-·········  --------------
20.2  and  21.2  billion  Lira  covering 
applied  research  a  contribution  of 
prototypes aay be given to shipyards. 
Js  forecast  In  1088  for  this  . 
the  three  year  period.  For 
up  to  501  of  the  cost  of 
A budget of Lira  12  billion G NETHERLANDS 
1.  Operating aid 
a~  Genera/  aid for the building of new  sea-going ships  1PB7-89. 
The  scheme  Involves contract-related production aid granted.to 
shipyards.  Under  the  ache•  as  originally  notified  to  the 
Commission,  the  Dutch  Governaent  •ade a  total  of  NFL  197.2  m 
available  dlvl'ded  Into  respect lve·  amounts  for  each  of  the 
years  87,  88  and  89  of  HFL  t$2.2  11,  t$7.5  ,  and  67.5  m. 
Individual  aid  percentage  1/lnlts  were  established  for 
different  levels  of  contract  value,  ranging  from  31  to  14%. 
These  percentages  were  raised  for  an  experimental  period  to  a 
range  of  5%  to  19X.  The  Dutch  Government  subseQuently 
not I fled  the  consolidat /on  of  the  exper /mental  percentages 
Into  the  scheme  within  a  range  of  10%  ·to  19%.  At  . the  same 
time,  the  scheme  was  prolonged  for  1  year  until  the  end  of 
1990  and  the  overall  budget  was  raised  to  HFL  380m  for  the 
four  years  1987-1990.  Individual  budgetary  a//ocat Ions  for 
each  year  were  1987  :  NFL  30.3m;  1988  :  HFL  134.7m;. 1989.  : 
HFL  100m;  1990  :  HFL  95m. 
b.  Investment  Premium  Regulation on  Sea-going Shipping  1987. 
The  premium  Is  a  tax benefit  to  shipowners  and  as  originally 
notified amounted  to 5  dnnual  Instalments of 51 of Investment 
costs.  The  effect  of  the  premium  Is  to  10111er  the  annual 
depreclat /on  amount  over  the attributed life of the ship  and 
It  Is  available  In  respect  of  lnvest-.nt  In  sea-going  ships 
dur /ng  the per lod 14 llay  1987  to  1  January  1990.  For  the year 
1989  the  level  of the annual  lnstalaents  has  been  reduced  to 
2.51. 
• c.  Regulation  on  the  Interest  Subsidy  for  .. the  Shipbuilding 
Industry  trJB7. 
~--
.  - ..  -.. 
-~- .-
The Regulation  Is based on  the terms of  the;OECD  Understanding 
on  Export  Credits· for  Ships.  The  subsidy  percentage  amounts 
to  the  difference  between  the  •arket  Interest.  rate  and  a 
threshold of 81 up  to· a  •axlmum of 2S  where  the recipient  has 
a  fInancIng  agreement  cover/  ng  a  111ax1 umum  of BOX. of  the fl  na f 
price and for  a  period of no .are than 8.5 years.  In  view of 
the  level  of  Interest  rates  current  In  trJB7,  the  Dutch 
Government  did not  set  aside any  funds  for  the  Regutat /on  rn 
that  year.  The  Dutch  Government  has  now  not I flea.  to  the 
_Commlssl~n that  It  Intends  to replace  this  ·Regul~tlon:;wlth an 
extension  to  shipbuilding  of  the  Stimulating  Exf>ort  .ACtivity::: 
Regu I at Jon  198_8 . 
·. ~  ~: 
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j H  Portugal 
1.  Operating aid Law  345 of 2.0.1080 
a.  A cost  guarantee  to shipyards  which  cannot  exceed  251 of  the 
total cost of works  on  the date of their co•pletlon. 
b.  A  •direct  contribution  to  project•  which  cannot  exceed  51  of 
thll costs upon  co111plet lon. 
c.  A contribution to training which cannot  exceed 21  of the costs 
upon  completion. 
d.  Loans  up  to 801  of the overall costs,  with a  duration of  four 
years  and  an  Interest relief grant  that  cannot  exceed  what  Is 
foreseen by the OECD  Understanding. 
These  aids  (a-d)  when  combined  •ay  In  no  circumstances  exceed 
251 of the costs upon  completion. 
e.  Loans  to  nat I  on a I  shIpowners  cover I  ng  BOX  of  the  contract 
price with a  duration of  f4  years,  a  4  year  grace  period with 
and  ·an  Interest  rate  lower  than  that  provided  by  the  OECD 
Understanding. 
11.  Aid to Setenave 
a.  grant Esq.  500.  )  to help cover 
b.  101111  Esq.  roo •  )  conditions  )  cost of 
c.  loan  Esq.  ZTOa  )  unknown  )  restructuring 
d.  loan  Esq •.  r.ooo •  )  conditions  )  to he  I  p cover cost 
••  loan  Esq.  300.  )  &ll1known  )  of reducing 
employment .  ) 
.  -.....  .  ... ANNEX  1 
1.  spain 
/.  Operatln~ aid 
.A.  Deoree  concerning  aid  to  shipowner•  c~~eesu.rea  to  proeote 
flemand) 
/)::{!•  It applies  to national  ahlpOWnera  for MM tw.lldlnQ  IU'Id  IJhli'. 
converalona: 
II)  For  bUIIdlnp:  IO#.fl8  of UP  to 8SS  of bUic value,  duration 
12-14  years,  grace  ,.rlod up  to  I  years, 
lnteretJt  rate 81. 
For  conversion:  loan•  of  up  .to  761  of  the. worke  value. 
Duration  B  years  grace  periOd· 2  year• 
maximum,  Interest  rate 81. 
B)  DeCree  concerning  shl~bUIIdlng pr-.lu., 
a)  Oper at  I ng Pfelll I U118 
I) basic value  leas  than~· MICU  :  aid  141  of baJio value 
II}  •  •  between$ and  tO  MECU:  •  181  ....  • 
II  I>  •  •  •  10  ami  14  IIECU:  •  101  •  • 
IV) .  "  .  ,  of  14  MiCU  end over:·.  •  R31  •  •  • 
- 111/IJ  convert/on •  aJd  201.  of bate value 
·b) IPticlal  premluu:  frOIII  o...ss  of. bale velu•  to  pr0110te 
contracts  contr lbuttng.  to  the  aohleve•nt  of  the 
c011pet/t/ve object/Vee  for.  thfl ahlpbU.IJillng  lndu.etry. 
C)  Loaa  coverage  for  the at  ate  0111ned  •Mpyerda:  Pta•  101, ,.,. 
or rcu  812• for  trye  period  1~87-1990 II.  Restructuring aid 
A  fund will  be constituted from  the Government  budget  representing 
5S of the basic value of contracts algned. J.  United  Kingdom 
1.  Operating aid 
a.  Shipbuilding  Intervention Fund 
Contract-related production aid to yards  In  the  form  of grants 
within a  sliding ceiling up  to 28S of building costs.  I.e.  for 
ships  cost lng  t10  •II  lion  the  noraal · aaxlmum  will  be  20%. 
This  will  fall  by  three quarters  of one  percentage  point  for 
each  t  1  •llllon  reduction  In  the  cost  of  building  below 
10 11111/on. 
b.  Shipbuilders Relief 
Grants  amounting  to  2X  of  the  contract  price  covering 
reimbursement  of  dut les  applicable  to  hydrocarbon  oil  and 
vehicle excise  licenses,  where  such costs enter  Into  the costs 
of constructing,  fitting out  and  equipping the vessel. 
c.  Loss  compensation  to Harland  & Wolff,  as  necessary. 
d.  Home  Credit  and  Export  Credit  Guarantee  Schemes 
Indirect  production  aid  through  credit  facilities  for  UK  and 
foreign  shipowners  at  BOX  of  shiP  costs  at  7 .5X  over  B  112 
years. 
11.  Restructuring aid 
a.  Regional  Development  Grants 
Non-specific  regional  aid acheae allowing grants of up  to  15% 
of eligible  expenditure,  also  available  for  Investments  In 
shipbuilding, ship conversion and ship repair. 
b.  Research and Development  Aid Schemes 
Grants of uP to  1001  •aY  be provided for specific R&D  projects 
undertaken  •alnly  at  British  llarltlae  Technology  Ltd  .•  a - 9  -
limited  company  bY  guarantee  whose  members  are  drawn  fron 
ahlpbullders.  shipowners.  oil  and  gas  Industries,  civil 
authorities and defence and other  Industries. 
c.  Closure Aid 
A  scheme  allows  for  aid  to  Brit Ish  Shipbuilders  Enterprises 
, Ltd  ••  a  7001  subsidiary of British Shipbuilders.  for  the 
re-employment  of 3,500  for.er  B.S.  employees  whose  redundancy 
was  decided  In  May  'Q86. 
A sl•llar scheme  Is  being •ade available  for  Harland  & Wolff 
Enterprises Ltd.,  to provide ass/stance for  workers  to be made 
redundant  from  this shipbUilding company  In  Northern  Ireland. 
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Lis~  c-7  .,,:.;:-age  :o:-.tra:t-rela·<c-d  prcduct~C~I  d-.-.:;~  ~.sic  to  ship:J".Ji~.:~r.g  !::.y  tr.e 
various  Me~ber States  in  1SS7 
A.  &ELGIUM 
B.  OE~MARK 
c.  FRANCE 
.0.  GERMANY 
E.  GREECE 
F.  NETHERLANDS 
G.  PORTUGAL  . . 
H.  SPAIN 
!.  UNJ TEO  KINGOOI"l 
1~.8.  Italy  has  repcrt~d that  nc  contracts  ~~:-e  taken  under  the  Sixth  Directive 
du:-ing  1937 
.....:-.  _  .... _  ..  •. .... u  .•f  4.S.U41  RG/sd  -
A - BELGIUM 
!Average  grant  equiv.  9 8  7  I  SHIPS  I  YARDS  I  TOTAL  CONTRACT  VALUES  I  TOTAL  AID  ~rant equiv.  of  !based  on  contract 
I  I  I  I  ~otal aid  !value before aid  (%)  -------------r- - r·  ····-
SIIIPBUJLDING  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I 
ABOVE  6  MECU  I  2  I  2  I  BF  :  3,180,000,000  I BF  :  2,640c500,  .. ooo  ~f  649,050,000  i  20.4 
I  I  ECU  :  73,883,041  I  ECU  :  61,348,481  ~cu  15,079,807  1  I  I 
I  I 
BELO~J 6  HECU  I  0  I  0 
~-·  - I  - I  I  - -
I  I  I  I  I  FISIHNG  VESSELS  I  0  I  0  I  - I  - I  I  - - I 
I 
I  I 
COi~VERSIONS  I  2  I  2  I  BF  :  80,656,283  I BF  :  62,816,210  jlf  15,543,581  I  19.3 
ECU  :  1,862,490  !  ECU  :  1,450,533  rcu  361,134 
I 
I  I 
I  I 
I 
I 
Total  aid  includes  loans  and  guar~ntees at  full  reported value.  Hes:  1. 
2.  In  calculating  the  grant  equivalent  of  total  aid,  interest  reductions on  loans  have  been  discounted  to  reach  a  grant 
equivalent,  state guarantees  are  taken  as  10~ of  the  guaranteed  amount  and,  in  accordance  with  the  terms  of  Article 4(6) 
of  the  Sixth  Directive,  credit  facilities meeting  the  terms  of  the  OECO  Understanding  ar~ not  translated  into a  grant 
equivalent. 
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1  9  8  7 
HIPBUILOING 
BOVE  6  MECU 
ELOW  6  MECU  ·. ·. 
Is•hNG  VESSELS 
OTALS  . 
ONVERSIONS 
RG/sd 
8  -DENMARK 
·.·  -;:'  . 
,  .  .  .  ...  ..  ...  .  .  .  !Average  grant equiv. 
I  SHIPS  . !.:.YAROS  .·llO'rAL :~•o~TRACT  VALUES  1.  ··  ·  TOTAL  AID  !Grant  equiv.  of  !based on  contract 
I  ..  ,.  r  ·.  .  I  : .  . .  .,  Total  aid .  .  value before aid  (%) 
,  f  ': '  Ti". . !  . .  ,>.  . J  .  .  .  .  .. 
I  .. {  . .  .  I  I  . 
_1:  ;  ~~> :  t.·  · 5  '  ·,  .J  o.~K·- ~  >4;03~~39(),000_  _I  ~KK :  1,381,565,0~ II)KK  986,547,500 
I  I  · ·I  .  ··  ·  1. · .. ·  ·  .· · ·  ·  ·  I .  . . .'  L  .  I E~U :  511~914,  ~80_ ..  I ECU:  .  '·  175,220,550JECU 125,121,437 
t·  .  '>  .. ,  .  .  ·-. ·  ..  ·;·  J~.··:·.>  , ..  ,  ·.  . .  ,  I  .... 
•·  .. J_ .•.  -.~.:/.  _  · t  ·  ··-~: ... -'·.1·~~~  =-..  18,8oo,ooo  1  oKic:  .·,~,o4o,oooloKK  3;1o2,ooo  . 
·I:  .  .  ·:  :··. '  ~ .  ·.,' I  ·ECU  .=~.~  2,384,359  I  ECU  :  1,907  ,4s.71ECU  393,419  I 
,.L'  ,,  I  .  :  ..  : ·:  '  L.:,:r<f·.>;'  .  , • '<  I  :.  ·.  ·  . ·  I  . .  ..  . .  .  I 
>  ·t·  .·, 18  :.  · ··· J ·  ,  1  o  :~_,.  ,.. :  t'·oK:IC:  . ·  :so9,-4  94,1  4o  ·. 1  oKK  :  3o8,  968,0981
1 
oKK . 93,676,< 914 .  1  f:  ..  ·  ..  ·1  I  .·  . · .  . ..  ·.  .  I  .  ·  -•  . I 
..  !:~-:  .• -~  ••  -:  . •:.~-:.1><<···;,  .··  .<JJ~~~j:. ·:.: _64~.6~7,9~7  1  ecu  :  39,185,~7~ t
1
ec_u  1~,880,824  1  I  .. : .  '.,  . '  .  I  '...  .  ·:- I  .  I 
.  ·•  .•  .  .·.  ·.  I'  '  .  ..;  .  · ..  ;  .  I  :  .. ~:: .f'':  .:·~-·  "··  ... ?·:r··  ~.  ,'.:'·:·'v~~~.~:t::_:·_;:·~~-~~~:;.~?:~~~·~?·:·::  .. :1
oKK  :  1,7os,.s·73~?~e 1 ·.  - . ... .  .
1  I.·  .  .  .·  I.  '  I £ti.1  :' .. '578,  91'1~~526  I Etu  :  216,313~715 I  I 
.......  r.·•••··  .. f  •..  ~  ..  r;l~  .•.......  ~':;./J~i~•  ;t.·:·•··:fi~::::.~~~  .···•j··::~  ····~· ··.·· ,  •• ·  ...  ·.6-~~:  ~:~ I  :···t:::::  ,·.!·  .. ·  .  ·· ... ,,4,4.··.···.· 
24 .. 4 
16~5 
18,;4' 
19~8 
ote  : 1 •. Total' aid·  ioclud~s<'t~i~s-~ri~: g~~r~~~~~s:'·~ffut.:t 'rl().ln·inal  .re~ort.~d:  o·r,.•ta_l'cula~~,;~:.~atu~.  ..  .  ...  •  .. _. 
2.  In c·alpHatin9  the:gr·~~~  ~(luiV,t~l,nt ·ot::tot.al aid,  ~nt~.rest,reductfons·on.loa:ns hflve  ~,en c:tiscounted to.reach a  grant 
equivalent,  stat.e  guaran~ee's afe:.ti)ken _as·  10X'oLthe ·  g~a·ra'nt,ed: am<?unt _.arid~  in .accordan¢.e. wit~ the teras ()f Art ice ·4(6) 
of  the  Sixth  Dir,. ...  ;.,e,~  cit~di  ,f.aciliti's meeting· fhe  tifrms  of the -o~co· Undefs~anding are not  tr.ansl•ted into.: a  grant 
equi"~lent.~<' ·  '·- ·  .,~  .:::·  ·  ~  .  ·  ·  .~-;.  ·  · · ·  . ··  ··  -.·  ....... ;-- ·  ·.  ..  ,  •  ·  • 
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. . ~·'  . 
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C  - FRANCE 
!Average  grant  equiv. 
1  9  t  7  I  SIHPS  I  YAilDS  I  TOHL  CONTRACT  VALUES  I  TOTAL  ;.;o  I Grant  equiv.  of  lbased  on  contract 
---···---···-· -------L-·  ------i-----------i---------------------l-···-·····--··-·-··-··----·---l...!~tal aid  lv_alue  before aid  <X> 
'.•il ?BUI L 0 Jll(j 
i·O'/IE  6  I·,ECU  '· 
ScL 'JW  6  f•iHU  0 
F1 :·iHhi  ~Jf!;SCL  S  '· 
-:o-:ALS  8 
~: ".:.  :·J~":: •)N.:;  4 
2 
0 
3 
1 
FF 
ECU 
ff 
ECU 
ff 
ECU 
j 
Iff 
' 
iECu 
I 
2,428,250,000 
350, '·42, 330 
234,181,800 
33,796,856 
:2,662,431,800 
381.,239,186 
97,000,000 
13,998,932 
Ff 
ECU 
fF 
ECU 
ff 
1Ecu 
I 
iff 
IEcu 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
8&3,000,000  . ~f  663,521,000 
127,443,570  fCU  95,758,612 
60,  :JOO, 000 
8,659,133 
943,000,000 
136,1"02,703 
24,GOO,OOO 
3,463,653 
I 
I" 
I 
I 
I 
IFF  59,309,000 
ECU  8,559,400 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-=f  21,736,000 
rcu  3,136,915 
otes :1  The  coutr.1u  value  gi-Jcn  for  fishing  vessels  is  unly  aprwoximate,  being based  in  part  on  calculated values. 
27.3 
25.3 
26.3 
22.4 
2  For  the  grant equivalent of  total aid,  interest  reductions on  loans  have  been  discounted to reach  a grant equivalent, 
state guarantees are  taken as  10%  of  the guaranteed  amount  and,  in accordance  with  the teras of  Article 4(6)  of  the 
Sixth Directive, credit facilities aeeting the  terms  of  the  OECD  Understanding  are not  translated into a  grant· equivalent. 
·'':  .·  ... ·.·  •  • •.  1\ 
t~  I  '~!'j~ .•  "iit  .:  i-•  ~:·. 1  9  8  7  I  SHIPS 
I  ---------,. 
SHlPDUtLOIHG  . I 
ABOVE  6  MECU 
BELOW  6  f1HU 
fiSiiH:G  V£SSH.S 
rorALS 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
14 
4 
8 
26 
18  . 
YARDS 
6 
3 
5 
I 
I 
I ,  8 
I 
I 
----~·-~~---___.;._-~  --~·----·:...·  __ :o·:....--~----·.:.----··· 
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0  - GERMANY 
TOTAL  CONTRACT  VALUES 
!Average  grant  equiv. 
I  TOTAL  AID  !Grant  equiv.  of  lbased on  contract 
I  !Total  aid  I  value  before aid  <X>  --r----·-·---- ..  -.  --,- ---T-·--·-
I  I 
I  ,, 
I 
011  :  728,781,000  I  OM 
ECU  :  351,808,080  I 
1 ECU  : 
011  :  16;855,500  1  0~1  : 
JECU  :  8,  136,  71,1)  I ECU  : 
: 01•1  ;  74,037,000  I  oN  : 
I 
IECU  :  35,740,249  IECU .: 
I  I 
ION  :  819,673,500  I  oM  :  . I 
1 ecu  :  395,684,830  I 
1 ecu  : 
I  I 
lor-1  116,710,21,0  I  DN 
I  56,340,115  I  IECU:  . IECU  ; 
280,354,000 
135,336;680 
: 
3,727,500 
1,799,3';5 
13,327;850 
6,433,819 
297, 409 ,_350 . 
143,569,890 
49,236,600 
. 23,768,229 
I 
I 
I 
IDM 
lecu 
I. 
JoM 
IECU 
I 
. 1oM 
I 
.  jECU 
I 
I 
r 
I 
I 
IOM 
..  _.lecu 
114,704,040 
55,371,653 
2,256,027 
1,089,06~ 
12;708,510 
6,134,842 
-
15.7 
13.4. 
17.2 
15.4 RG/sd  -
E- GREECE 
1  9 a 'I  I  SIIIPS  I  '(1\ROS  I  TOTI.L  COIHRAC T VALUE!i  I  TOTAL  1\D  I  Grant  equiv. 
·-·---------· ·--------'----------1-----------·1---·-------------· ·- ·  ·  ····-·- -1--- ··· ·-·  ··· ·  ·  -· --------+'?!._!_~a..!_~-i_~-
:!IJPOUJLOiilli  I  I  I  I  .  I 
:oovE  6  I-JEW  0 
:ELOW  6  loJ[(I.J  0 
"JSHIUG  VE~~EI.S  0 
-, r  J\1. ..  0 
)II'JH:::  01:·  ~ 
I  I  I  I 
0 
0 
0 
1  ORA  :  49,800,000 
ECU  :  318,683 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
e  :cmltl  ·I·JP./  l'i:JlOd  has  lJe~n rectdvtlj  from  1  yard 
__.  ·-·"····-~----··'-'  _____  ..,  ,,__ .. 
!Average  grant  equiv. 
lbased on  contract 
~~a~~~--~~fore aid  CX> 
I 
I 
. _,  .. 
.. 
- ~:rL  (.. jjl,  HS  RG/sd  -
F  NETHERLANDS 
!Average  gr~nt equiv.  1  9  8  7  I  SIIIPS  I  YARDS  I  TOTAL  COHTRACT  VALUES  I  TOTAL  Al D  I Grant  equiv.  of  lbased  on  contract  I  I  - I  I Total  aid  !value before aid(%)  1  ~  ,---·  I  IPOL"ILDJIIG  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  10VE  6  MECU  I  7  I  5  I Hfl  :  167,721,000  IBFL:  60,304,480  JiFL  38,415,595  I  22.9  I  I  ECU  :  71,854,355  I  ECU  :  25,835,402  ~cu 16,457,854 
I  I  I  I  I  I  :L0\.1  ~  1"\(CIJ  I  14  I number  not  lllfL  :  137,704,970  IHFL  :  9,498,065  !ifl  9,082,085  I  6.6  I  lsunplied 
1
Ecu:  58,995,008  '·,069, 123  ~cu  3,890,910  I  I((U  : 
I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
::it!  II.~  VESSELS  I  13  I  '·  I  tiFL  :  . 118,69.,100  IIIFL  :  9,186,700  tfFL  8,378,283  I  7.1  I  I  I  50,824,71,3  I  ~cu  3,589,390  I  I  I  I  ECU  :  I  ECU  :  3,935,729  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
I 
:TAL~  I  34  I  - IHFL  :  421t,060,070  IHFL  :  78,989,245  I  - 12.2  I  I  I  luu:  181,674,100  IECu  :  33,81.0,254  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  · ·::nr.)  1  OJ:'>  I  0  I  ·0  I  - I  - I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
.)tes:  1.  Total  aid  includes  loans  and  guarantees at  full  reported  value 
2.  In  calculating the  grant  equivatent  of  total  aid,  i~terest  reductions  on  loans  have  been  discounted to  reach  a  grant 
equivalent,  state guarantees are taken  as  10X  of  the  guaranteed  amount  and,  in  accordance  with  the  terms  of  Article 4(6) 
of  the  Sixth  Directive,  credit facilities meeting  the  terms  of  the  OECD  Understanding  are  not  translated  into a 
grant  equivalent 
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G  PORTUGAL 
I  Average  grant  e.quiv.  1 9 8  7  I  SIIIPS  YAROS  I  TOTAL  CONTRACT  VALUES  I  TOTAL  AI 0  !Grant  equiv.  of  fbased  on  c:ontrac::t  I  I  I  !Total  aid  !value before aid (%)  ,- ---T  --·-r  ·--~-------,-
IIPBUILOING  I  :  I  . 
I  I  I  I  I  I  :OVE  6  MECU  I  0  0  - - I 
I 
I 
I  LOW  6  f'lECU  3  2  ESC  :  1,088,992,000  ESC  :  128,939,000  rsc  114,483,972  I  10.5 
ECU  :  6,696,709  ECU  :  7?2,90~  jECU  704,014 
I 
SHING  VESSELS  1  1  ESC  :  620,000,000  ESC  :  75,402,000  lEse  66,960,000  I  10.8 
ECU  :  3,812,663  ECU  :  463,681  ~cu  411,768 
I  TALS  4  - ESC  :  1,095,688,700  E5C  :  214,742,000  I  - I  10.7 
ECU  :  10,509,372  ECU  :  ·1, 320, 5'•6  I 
I 
I  NV EllS 1  ON!\  1  1  ESC  :  182,000,000  ESC  :  17,~83,000  ~sc  15,834,000  I  8.7 
ECU  :  1,119,201  ECU  :  106,281  rcu  97,370 
•tes  :  1.  reported  contract  losses  total  ESt  :  139,340,000  <ECU  :  856,865>  Lclow  6  MECU  :  ES(  79,598,000  (ECU  :  '8?,,8~)  . 
fishing  vessels;  ESC  28,217,000  (fCU  173,519)  convt•rsions. 
2. Some  ofthe reports  submitted  by  the Portuguese  authorities  regarding  aid  to shi.P8M.ners  have  not  provided  sufficient de-ta:il 
to be  able  to  identify the  amount  of  aid granted or  the  contract  to  which  the aid  ~$ applied.  These  have  not  therefore 
been  included  in the  above  analysis. 
.. 
"--- -~-·  '·  .-.-.  ...  -~ .......  ---·"l---~----··· --------·  .  --~- -- ..  •  ··-~---.-~ -~--~-.-~~~-·-,_.,., •---• --·.·•  -~__..,.,..,~ ••v-.--~~-.---••  ._,.,... _____ _  -·  .~  .. 
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H  SPAIN 
1 9  8  7  SHIPS 
•j 
HG/sd  -
TOTAL  AID  !Grant  equiv~ of 
Average  grant  equiv. 
lbased on ·contract  I  YAROS  I  TOTAL  COHTRACT  VALUES  I  I  lata  l  aid ___  .Iva:~~.  before 
.  '  I  ---{----------·--------,- r  ----------~r------ I  I 
I  I 
aid  (%) 
SHIPBUILDING 
ABOVE  6  MECU  14  3  IPtas:  47,966,843,000 
ECU  :  337,402,610 
I 
IELOl-1  6  f4ECU  1  1  I  P~as  :  71,383,000 
ECU  502,111, 
I<Stli;·:G  VESSELS  0  0 
fCTALS  15  Ptas  :  48,038,226,000 
ECU  354,851,921, 
:(:'IVERS I  IJi~::: 
I Ptas  : 
I ECU  I  . 
I 
I Ptas  : 
I 
! ECIJ  . 
I 
J 
Ptas 
ECU 
36,867,617,000 
259,329,770 
64,948,000 
1,56,849 
36,932,565,000 
259,786,620 
I  I  I 
1Ptas12,373,548,23+ 
IECU  87,036,53T 
:  I 
'
Ptas  10,493,301) 
ECU  73,811 
25.8 
14.7 
20.3 
:  , 
I 
l:  , 
! 
I 
?S  :  i. lleportt-d  contract  prices are  in  tcr111s  of  contract  value  tJL•rurL•  ;jiJ.  C.ontrad  price  is  calculated  from  this.  ! 
2.  Spain  are  probably  the biggest  builders of  fishing  vess~ls  in  the  EEC,  acc9rding  to Lloyds  Register.  None  have  been  reported. 
3.  Total  aid  includes  loans  and  guarantees at  full  reported  value. 
4.  In  calculating  the  grant  equivalent  of  total  aid,  interest  reductions  on  loans  have  been  discounted· to reach  a  grant 
equivalent,  state guarantees  are  taken  as  10%  of  the guaranteed amount  and,  in· accordance  with  the  terms of Article 4(6) 
of  the  Sixth  Directive, creditfacilities meeting  the  terms  oftheOECD  Understanding  are  not  translated  into a  grant 
equivalent. I  UNITED  KlNGPOM 
1  9  8  7  I  ~1111·~;  I  Y/\ROS  I  TOTAL  CONTnJ\CT  VIii  IJE:; 
I  I  I  (JppruL  villlll~<;)  ·----------·-·-··- -·------ ·- ··· ·- ·  --- ·- ·--r  ----·------r --------- ·-·  ·- ··· ·- --···--· · 
Sill POll I I. 0 It  I  C. 
1\f.IOVE  6  11HU 
BFLOH  (;,  I·U:.r.IJ 
fl:illll-ih  vE:;.'}U  s 
TOTI\1  ~; 
·~ I.JNIJf H  ~  I•.li·J:i 
I  I 
I 
I 
I 
5  I  4  1£  :  60,935,956 
l·ecu  :  86,486,608 
I 
4  1  3  1.£  :  6,Mt,,onn 
ECU  :  <;1  ,1,;~9  ,f;Si~ 
I 
I 
10  7  1£  :  7,!.5l,"J1,"5 
ECU  :  10,  '•'•2, 304 
19  £  71,, 95), 301 
ECU  :  106,358,760 
I 
I 
0  0 
•• .., • .-w  ~ •  I. •  IUUI 
!Average  grant equiv. 
lOT1i.L  1\10  I Grant  equiv.  !based on  contract 
I of  Total  aid  I  value before aid  <X>  ...... ---·-··..-----·-·----··--· -------·--.. _ ...... 
£  :  40,330,365  £  2,571,960  4.2 
ECU  :  57,21,1,023  ECU3,650,392 
, I.  :  1,053,947  £  1,253,750  18.9 
!:CU  :  1,1,95,370  ECU1,779,452 
i  :  ... ,2·J1.,474  £  309,150  4.2 
ECU  :  6,095, 16'1  ECU  438,778 
£  :  1,5,678, '106  9.1 
ELU  :  65,832,0511 
totes  :  1. The  number  cl  1987  conlruct£  is  approximate.  In most  cases  no  contract  date  is supplied.  Month  of  aid granting  is therefore 
used  as  a  guid~  to  year  of  contact. 
2.  This  clnitl:tsis  ~~:clud~::;  1  passeng~r vessP.l  and'·  rishiii~J  V\~!~scls,  c1ll  ur  •. 1idt>d,  wht're  no  contrac.t  price  b  !Ji•Jtm. 
3.  Ocve l opnten t  a i:J  contracts  ( 2  conl a i ne r  ves  :;t'l $)  .ll'e  c :< c l.ull•!•.l. 
~.- .  -·--ro('"·-··-·-··  - -- - ·-
- --.: ; 
"" 
-.;;  ,  .. 
RG/sd- 10.2.1989 
EEC- SUMMARY  BY  TYPE  Of  VESSEL  1987- NEWBUlLOING  AND  CONVERSION- AIDED  CONT~ACIS 
TYPE  N°  I  TONNAGE:  a.  dwt  I  TOTAL  VALUE  OF  I  TOTAL  VALUE  OF  AID  fAVERAGE  GRANT 
.  I  I  b.  gt  I  CONTRACTS  I  GRANTED  I EQUIVALENT  BASED  ON. 
I  (OECO  c  .. •egones>  I  I  c.  cyl  I  I  I CONTRACl  VALUE 
~--------~-----+---------1  <ECU)  I  <ECU)  fBEFMEA~~ 
1 TANKERS.  1  7  I a.  301,293  I  109,813,959 ·  I  96,863,034  1  18.6 
I  I  I b  161  364  I  I  I 
I  _I___  ___  I  .  '  I  I  l  PRODUCT  AND  CHEMICAL  I  11  I  a.  217,150  f-2-39,s1~63o  -- I  107,549,759  I  19.3 
I CARRIERS  I  I b.  132,860  I  I  I 
1 BULK  CARRIERS  1  8  I a.  57,600  I  149,428,220  I  53,015,467  f  26.2 
I  .1  I b  .  54  200  I  I  I 
I  i  I  .  '  I  I  I 
1  1  I c.  73, 168  I  I  1 
t-- -- --··--1---·  --
1 COMBINED  CARRIERS  I  4  I b.  63,668  I  61,017,701  I  21,385,159  I  19.5 
I  __________  l  I  I  _  _  ________ L_  I  I  GE-NERAL  CARGO  l  11  ---: incomplete _i_n_f-ormat ion I  45,-622,285_____  l  7,590,427  I  13.8 
L  I  I  I  ..  .  I  REEFERS  :  6  . l  incomplete  informal ion I  11,,382,057  l  2,426,508  l  17.3 
~---'-----~---_j  _______ .. I --·-- ........ ___________________ l  --------·--·-
1  CONTAINER  SHIPS  I  . 12  l c.  222,244  l  . 491,049,810  l·.  121,532,018  l  19 
j  ----·--·  -········ .  .J ----·  --------·-------- ·- -----··-··· 
:.RO-RO  VESSELS  l  8  :incomplete  informal ion I  44,868,396  I  20,397,847  I  10.6 
L  I  --··--··---- ____ I  ______ .. -----------·  -~~-----------'-·- ....  I  LPG  CARRIERS  I  1  I  a.  19,200  ~  1,1,,81,0, 965  I  38,114,820  I  21 
1  1  1  b.  19, soo.  1  1  1 
I  I  lc.  22,425  I  I  I 
J  --------~-----..1  ______  ·-··----------~-------+ 
\LNG  CARR.lERS  l  2  l  inccl!nl)lete  'information I  10,2H1,983  I  1,571,353  I  . 6.7 
l  I·  ··-··------------~--!  ____________ ---il_;, _____  -+ 
I  .  .  .  . 
I 
_. __  ..,__.....,__ _____ ..,__.  -·-~.-;.,o,  ..  +_,-_  ..  -...,.L.,,_,.--=,=.:.,~  .................. .:....,-u...o-.o-.-... •  ... ....-.--.•  -----...-.;;:;-;..~..--~~·~·'-'--·---••••  ·.----------~-,.---,=---'--...-_. _____  --=.___...  ..  , __  ...,.._._.,._~;___..~_..--·~  _...........__,._.~ ----~~--·  •-•-·_.r,_.,-,.,· __  ..___.._.....  -·------ _ _.....__, ____  ;. ____  ,  ,._. •  ---~---·•· •·- ,• ~·  EE:- SUMMARY  BY  TYPE  Of  VESSELS  1987  (cont. 
~  .... 
\ 
TYPE  No  J  TONNAGE  :  a.  dwt  I  TOTAL  VALUE  Of  J  TOTAL  VALUE  Of  AID  !AVERAGE  GRANT 
<OCDE  Categories)  I  b.  gt  I  CONTRACTS  I  GRANTED  I EQUIVALf.HT  BASED  ON 
I  c.  cgt  I  <ECU>  I  (ECU)  I  CONTRACT  VALUE 
I  __  l  1B£H}R_f:  _ _jllJl -( ~  \  r----------,------y---------- I  I 
1 FERRIES  1  6  1 incomplete  information!  221,443,600  I  101,372,235  1  14.3 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
~ 
~---------------+------------4 
PASSENGER  SHIPS  I  18  I incomplete  in  format ion I  285,643,21 S  I  166,420,110  1 
I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
I  _________  t___  _j  I  -- --------r  t 
FISHING  VESSELS  I  55  I incomplete  information I  200,455,921  I  64,336,854  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  i  I 
------·- -~----·--··· 
OTHER  NON-CARGO  j  27  I incomplete  in  format ion I  181,605,973  I  96,889,049  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
VESSELS 
·---1  1--
1  I  I  I 
TOTAL  176  !incomplete  information  I  2,099,965,715  ·  I  899,464,640  I 
I  I  I  I 
li----------------·~-------------4 
I  I  I  I  I 
Notes  :  1.  ECU  exchang~ rate  used  is ~he 1987  average  in  eac~ Member  State  \  I 
2.  Ship  type  de~criptions as provided by  Member  ~tat~s arc  somctim~s ambigioqs  as to the  OECD  category. 
by  type  of  vrssel  is  ther~fore only  approximate.  :  1  l 
3.  The  total  vallue  of  contraclts  is  only  approximate :winy  based  i·n  part  on  a  calculated value or 
best  informa~ion  otherwise~ available  when  no  conlr~act  price  has  been  ~upp~ied.  I 
I 
14.9 
13.8 
16.3 
H!.5 
The  brealtdown 
4.  As  a  consequ~nce of  3,  thej calculated grant  e4uiv<llents  in  tr~rrns  of  contr4ct  value  before aid  ~re also only 
approximate I  in  several  ca~egories.  ~  l 
5.  The  number  of vessels  in  e~ch category  is only  ap~oximate for  1987.  Some  ~ontracts signed 
included.  I  I  I  I 
6.  This analysil includes  thelunaided conversion contfacts  sho~n at  Annex  IIaf• 
~ . 
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Annex  IV 
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-----~-------~-~--~----~----------~--~------~-------------------------~---~----------~------------------------~---------------
M)  COnstructing Yard  Ship 'I)pe 
I •  Beneficiary  :Credit Facilities  ~ant 
Element  .  .  .  ..  .  . 
Time of appr  -~ 
---~--------------------------~--------------~-------~-------------------------------------~~-------------------~--------------
D  · los. L. Meyer Ontil & Co.  :Cargo/passenger:  Indonesia  lOOit.  l8(3).3.5IJ, .  39.11~  28.7.87 
--------~-----------~----------------------~--~--~---------------------------------------------------------~-------~------------
D  :Kl6ekner-1Dduatrieanlagen  :2  refrigerated  : 
trawlers 
M:.rocco  901..  15(3) .3. 7S  :  34.611t  21.4~87 
-------------~--~------------------------------~--------·-----------------------------------------------------------------------
D  tKlGctner-lndua tri  eii.nlagen  :4  refrigeratCd  : _  ..  ")))iocco  90lt.11(3).3.2S  :  3~.8S  - ~  4.3.88 
trawlers  : 
>  •  •  •  -· 
-----------~-----------------------------~-------~~-------~--------~~----------~-----------------------------------------~----~~ 
D  · :$ch.ffii\Wrft GeimerahoiiQ  :special pu.rpoaa: · 
·ferry 
:sencial  - t~.1S(1l;,3~37S  :  33.6  .9.3.8.8 
--i:J~---:&i~;~;;;--~~;~~~;=•:;;;~-:2-~ti~t~i;~;~~~-;:----------81;;~;~;;-~-:-~-TiD~~;:-~&<2>~;;;.-::~;;:6;;,--~-,~~--i~~;~;;-------
-:  -_:ships.  . __  :  :  ,  ·  1M~  11(6).  B  : 
D  •tltad sar&tedt::<Jt; :sciiiffS"MSrfi:Ail:ti  :..,pollU:tiO.· -_: 
:  ·  :veaael  :. 
;. ·:1\ttkey  ··~ t2Cll';  3:.6 •. :'3l.lftlt •.  ,  . :'}3~1.81 
·-------------- _,....~ -~-:~-~- -~  ~  ~---~---- ~~.:...-.~ ~~----.--- ~..;.. ~~---·- _-__ .  ____ .,: __ --·- ~  .. ---.--...  :~·.,;...:·.:.:·;_: __ ..;...----·- ..:...---------~---+----.:. --·-.  .:...~-~--...;....;.- ~~---~-- _..:,_ --
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ANN EX  V 
Liai Ql COUNTRIES  ELIGIBLE  lQB ~  UHDBB  ARTir.LB  i  (7) 
~  COUNCIL  PI-BRCTIY.B  0,7/  1.6.7/ .U.C  Ql:  .2fl.l. a! Oli. 
AID  XQ  SBIPBOILDING 
ACP  St.a.tesCl) 
Overseas  Countries  and  Territor1esC2) 
AFGHANISTAN  (LLDC) 
BANGLADESH  (LLDC) 
BHUTAN  (LLOC) 
BOLIVIA  (L!C) 
BUFMA  (LLDC) 
CHINA  (LIC) 
COOK  ISLAND  (LM~C) 
COSTA  RICA  (LMIC) 
CuBA  -(LXIC) 
DOX!NICAN  REPUEL!C  (LHIC) 
ECUAOOR  (L~IC) 
E~Yl'l'  (LIC) 
EL  SALVADOR  (LM!C) 
GUATEMALA  (LMIC) 
RAITI  (LLDC) 
HONDURAS  (LIC) 
INDIA  (LIC) 
INOOl~ESIA  (L!C) 
NORTH  KOREA  (LMIC) 
KAMPUCHEA  (LIC) 
LAOS  (LLDC) 
LE:BANON  (LH!C) 
MALDIVES  (LLDC) 
MONGOLIA  (LIC) 
MOROCCO  (LMIC) 
NEPAL  (LLDC) 
NICARAGUA  (LIC) 
PAKISTAN  (LIC) 
PARAGUAY  (LMIC) 
.  PERU  (LMIC) 
PHILIPPINES  (LMIC) 
SRI  LANKA  (LIC) 
THAILAND  (LMIC) 
TUNISIA  (LMIC) 
TURKEY  (L~!C) 
VIET  liAM  (LIC) 
YEMEN,  DEM.  (LLDC) 
YEMEN  (LLDC) 
(1)  See  deois1on  of  the council  and  the Commission  of  24  Ma.roh 
on  the·conolusion of  the third ACP-EEC  Convention,  O!fioial 
Journal  Lee  of  3l.3.lQ86 
(2)  See  Council  Decision  86/283/EEC  of  30  June  1986  on  the 
association cf  the  overseas countries  and  territories with 
the  European  Eoono~io Community,  Official Journal  L  175 
of  1.7.1966,  page  46 ANNEX  V 
ZLA!iB.  QZ  CONVRNIRNCB 
A~niGOA 
BA5AMAS 
EER')otUDA 
Cf.  ·:~AN  ISLES 
L!EERIA 
MALTA 
PANAMA 
ST.  VINCENT 
VAnuATU 
The~~ countries  appear  on  t~e  OECO  list of  countries  ~aintaining 
an  0~en register. 
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